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Two or more persons may occupy this seat;
the driver sits on the animal's neck. Ele-
phants can be taught to do numerous kinds
of work, to lift great weights and to carry
heavy loads.
Many elephants are held in captivity, al-
together for show purposes. There is hardly
a zoological garden in existence that does not
have one or more of these animals. They are
always great favorites with the children and
learn to expect food and little attentions
from every claild that comes their way. Some
of the herds that are exhibited by circuses
and traveling shows are trained to do remark-
able tricks.
ELEPHANTIASIS, el e fan ti'a sis, a
disease prevalent in the East Indies and other
warm countries. One attack of the disease
is followed by others, and after each attack
some part of the body, usually the leg, be-
comes larger and larger, till it grows to
enormous size. The disease is sometimes
called 'Barbados leg; the more common name
refers to the fact that the skin of a victim be-
comes rough, something like an elephant's
hide. Attacks are brought on by a tiny worm
which works under the skin. It is thought
to be transmitted by the mosquito.
ELEPHANT SEAL, the largest of the seal
family. There are probably two species, one
found only on the coast of California and
western Mexico, the other in Patagonia,
HearcVs Island and some waters of the south-
ern hemisphere. The animals vary in length
from twelve to thirty feet, and are about
twelve feet in circumference. They have
heavy tusks, prominent eyes and eyebrows
and an elongated nose, or snout. Both species
are hunted and are consequently becoming
very rare. See seal.
ELETTSINIAN, elusin'ean, MYSTE-
BIES, the sacred rites observed in ancient
Greece at the annual festival of December,
or Ceres, so named from their original seat,
Eleusis. They constituted a kind of miracle
play, which represented the scenes Demeter
passed through in searching for her daughter
Persephone. The candidates for the acting
roles were expected to walk from Athens to
the sea for purification in the salt water; to
fast a day, to offer sacrifices, and to rehearse
In processions* On the ninth day of their
initiation they were conducted to the lighted
shrine in the temple, where the mysteries
were revealed to them. As a preparation for
the greater mysteries celebrated at Athens
 and Eleusis, lesser Eleusinia were celebrated
at Agrae, on the Ilissus.
ELEVATED RAILWAY, a railway built
upon framework above the level of the street
.New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Chi-
cago are the only cities in the United States
having elevated roads; these also serve their
suburbs. A framework of steel is used, sup-
ported by steel pillars. Between these are
stretched cross beams, upon which plate
girders are laid. The entire structure is
thoroughly braced. Ties are laid on the top
of the girders, and to these the rails are
spiked. The stations are erected on elevated
platforms, of the same height as the track,
and are reached by stairways or elevators.
In Boston and New York the elevated roads
connect with subway lines. The first elevated
railway in America was built in New York
City in 1867. Berlin, Paris and Liverpool
are European cities with elevated railways.
At first steam was used for the motive power,
but that has been everywhere entirely re-
placed by electricity. On a few of the Ger-
man elevated railroads the cars are sus-
pended beneath the girders. These lines are
known as suspended railways^ or monorails.
EL'EVATOR, a mechanical contrivance
for hoisting loads from one level to another.
That used for carrying grain or coal out of
ships, or for similar purposes, consists of a
series of boxes, or buckets, attached to a
belt traveling round two drums, placed one
above the other. The elevator used for rais-
ing loads from one story of a building to an-
other consists of a movable cage, balanced
with weights and operated by steam or elec-
tric power. The development of this kind of
elevator was epoch-making in its effects upon
architecture, making possible the modern sky-
scraper. A grain elevator is a large building
for storing grain. See g-raih elevator.
ELGAE, edward william, Sir, (1857-
1934), the greatest of present-day British
composers, born at Broadheath, near Wor-
cester. He was thoroughly educated in music
and specialized on the violin and organ. In
1882 he became conductor of the Worcester
Instrumental Society, and three years later
was organist at Saint George's Church. He
resigned this post in 1889 and began to de-
vote himself to composition. He was knighted
in 1904 and the following year became pro-
fessor of music in the University of Birm-
ingham, where he remained until 1908.
Elgar^s compositions include works in all

